
Monday



Dear Year 4, 

We are missing you all very much and hope you’re all keeping well!  We hope you have been accessing and enjoying your home 

learning so far. 

We hope that you are ready to explore the rainforests of the world! 

Year 4 team

In your last lesson, you learnt about the features of 

the layers of the rainforest.  Time to review that 

learning. Get a paper and pencil ready! 



Can you remember 
the names of the 
layers of the 
rainforest?

Have a go at naming 
them now. 



Did you get them all correct?

Take a look on the next slide. 





Write down as many facts as you know about each layer of the 
rainforest. You have 10 minutes to answer 

Emergent layer Canopy The Understory Forest floor

Either take a picture or scan your work and 
email it to the Year 4 email address below. We 
would like to check your responses too. It is 
okay if you did not manage to finish them all. 

mailto:Year4@kgreen.brent.sch.uk

mailto:Year4@kgreen.brent.sch.uk


Tuesday



Today you are going to describe and understand the impact of deforestation.

How do I know if I have been successful in understanding the lesson? 

✓ I will be able to define what deforestation is.
✓ I will know why deforestation is harmful .
✓ I will know why deforestation happens.
✓ I will know the impact deforestation has on plants and animals.

Have your paper and pencil ready. 



This is part of a picture. Have a look at this 
carefully.

On a piece of paper jot down what you can 
see

• Where do you think this is?

• What has happened? 

• Why do you think this happened? 

• How do you feel about what you’re 
seeing?



This is the full picture. This is 
called deforestation.

Once upon a time this place was  
filled with tall, mostly evergreen 
trees. This once was a habitat 
for many different animals. This 
was their home. 

Click on the links below and 
watch the videos. 

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=eKIgleUBDdE

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=nUstYj4o2VQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKIgleUBDdE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUstYj4o2VQ


On your paper in front of you write down the definition of 
deforestation.



Definition

Deforestation, clearance, clearcutting or clearing 
is the removal of a forest from land which is then 
converted to a non-forest use. 



Before humans started destroying the rainforests, they 

covered 15% of the Earth's land area. Today, they 

cover only 6%.

In just the last 50 years, one third (1/3) of tropical 

rainforests have been destroyed.

Rainforests are the world's most spectacular ecosystems. 

Humans have cut down trees for thousands of years.

Forests are destroyed for a number of reasons:

1) The growth of populations in countries with rainforest.

2) An increase in worldwide demand for tropical 

hardwoods 

3) Cattle grazing in South America.

4) Palm oil and soya plantations 

5) Mining.

6) Dams in South America.





On your paper in front of you jot down all your learning so far without looking at the previous slides. Use the questions below 
to prompt you. 

• What percentage of the earth do rainforests take up?

• Why are rainforest being cut down?

• What are trees used for once they are cut down? 

• Can you name any types of wood and what are they used for?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/science-ks1-
ks2-ivys-plant-workshop-the-impact-deforestation-has-on-
plants/zd34hbk

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/science-ks1-ks2-ivys-plant-workshop-the-impact-deforestation-has-on-plants/zd34hbk


Wednesday



Why is deforestation harmful to the environment?



Trees provide most of our oxygen. 
They also maintain the oxygen and carbon dioxide balance in the 
atmosphere

Facts: 

More than 20 percent of the Amazon rainforest is already gone.

200,000 acres of rainforest are burned every day. That is more 
than 150 acres lost every minute of every day, and 78 million 
acres lost every year!

Why is deforestation harmful to the 
environment?



On your paper in front of you jot down all your learning so far without looking at the previous slide. Use the questions below 
to prompt you. 

• What can deforestation destroy?

• Which foods do we get from rainforests?

• How does deforestation affect the water cycle? 

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/deforestation/443116

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/deforestation/443116


Why does deforestation happen?



Why does deforestation happen?

-small scale agriculture- wood is needed for wooden homes for local people
-large scale agriculture- mahogany (type of wood) for furniture. To get to such trees, other trees need to be cut down too
-space for cattle pasture (demand for beef)
-space to grow palm oil (needed for a lot of food we eat and creams we use)
-as population grows, people remove more trees.
-burn the trees for heat
-forests are lost because people want to make cities bigger. This means building roads and buildings on the land where the 
forests are.

Here are some products that contain 
palm oil.

How many do you eat or use?



On your paper in front of you jot down all your learning so far without looking at the previous slides. Use the questions below 
to prompt you. 

• Explain how deforestation can be a good thing sometimes. 

• How does deforestation help local people?

• What type of jobs can be given to people? 



Thursday
&

Friday



WRITING TASK

You will be writing a non-chronological report.

Question: Why does deforestation happen? 

Paragraph 1: What is deforestation?

Paragraph 2: Why is deforestation harmful to the environment? 

Paragraph 3: Why does deforestation happen?

Paragraph 4: What is the solution to this problem? (Write your 
thoughts.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdpspllWI2o

Vocabulary

deforestation
trees
oxygen
palm oil
habitat

plant
cattle ranching
wood
mahogany 
homes

water cycle
agriculture
population
extinct
carbon emissions

All the information can be found on these slides.

All four paragraphs needs to be completed and sent 
to the Year 4 email address

Year4@kgreen.brent.sch.uk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdpspllWI2o
mailto:Year4@kgreen.brent.sch.uk

